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Auditing Inventories 
INVENTORIES are perhaps the most 
uncertain element of the balance sheet. 
For that reason their verification demands 
the exercise of practical judgment and 
vision to a greater degree than is usually 
required with respect to most of the other 
assets. It may be said that practical 
business judgment and thorough compre-
hension of the significance of accounts are 
essential features of the technical skill 
required in all auditing, but there is an 
undeniable tendency to let whatever ability 
the accountant may possess along those 
lines lie dormant until the occasion for its 
application is recognized as having arisen. 
Some auditing processes are known to 
demand the fullest possible application of 
all the accountant's ability, and there are 
others where, rightly or wrongly, the work 
is regarded as clerical and therefore requir-
ing only routine consideration. 
The verification of inventories is one of 
the best examples that can be cited of 
auditing work calling for the utmost pos-
sible exercise of the higher class of account-
ing ability, but very often it is relegated to 
the minor position of mechanical routine. 
To be sure, certain parts of the work are 
clerical, but the tendency is to limit the 
auditing to that feature and overlook the 
larger aspects. 
It is not intended to discuss at this time 
the detail procedure of verifying an inven-
tory, but rather to point out some desirable 
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features of auditing that are concerned less 
with the detailed verification of computa-
tions, or even prices, than with the effect of 
the application of the inventory upon the 
results of operations. The purpose of in-
vestigation in this direction is to supple-
ment the detailed verification of the inven-
tory submitted by the client with a view to 
determining, as nearly as practicable and 
along broad lines, whether or not the in-
ventory is reasonably correct in total, and 
in connection therewith to discover, if 
possible, the existence and effect of any 
unusual influences upon costs. 
Complete verification of an inventory 
by the auditor—involving the three fea-
tures of quantities, prices, and computa-
tions—leaves nothing else to be done so far 
as the determination of the asset value is 
concerned, although even then some analyt-
ical study of the results of operations as 
affected by the inventories may disclose 
information of great interest and value to 
the client. It is, however, unusual for 
the auditor to make such a complete veri-
fication of an inventory. The quantities 
are comparatively seldom verified and it is 
often extremely difficult, and sometimes 
impossible, to substantiate prices to the 
entire satisfaction of the accountant. 
Even with respect to quantities, how-
ever, the accountant is seldom barred from 
exercising his resourcefulness. The fact 
that an engagement is limited in scope so 
that the accountant is relieved from re-
sponsibility for the quantitative feature of 
the inventory does not necessarily preclude 
testing the quantities by physical inspec-
tion—even, in some cases, at a consider-
ably later date. 
Further, there are many cases where the 
accuracy, or at least reasonableness, of 
quantities shown in a physical inventory 
may be determined by comparison with 
constructive inventories based upon pur-
chases and sales. These may be main-
tained by the client or compiled by the 
accountant; the later will, however, seldom 
be done unless the merchandise dealt in is 
uniform and may be expressed in terms of 
a single unit, e.g., bushels of grain, bales of 
cotton, pounds of sugar, and machines of a 
certain type. 
With regard to the inclusion in the in-
ventory of obsolete or unsalable goods, 
there are very few cases where the account-
ant cannot obtain reasonable satisfaction 
by inspection or by inquiry of the proper 
persons. 
As to prices, there can be no situation 
where diligent effort will fail to disclose 
some means of proof or disproof. The 
proof may be on the broadest of lines, that 
is, it may consist of a small part of definite 
verification and a large part of belief, based 
upon such verification and the attendant 
conditions, that an intelligent and honest 
effort has been made to determine proper 
values. 
Inventory prices are arrived at by some 
human agency, and it is very seldom that 
what is done by one person cannot be 
followed by another. Even though one 
individual were to compute the prices upon 
the basis of estimates, and destroy his 
computations, he should be able to repeat 
the process in the presence of the account-
ant as to a sufficient number of items to 
substantiate the greater part of the inven-
tory valuation and enable the auditor to 
form an opinion regarding the general 
propriety of the remainder. 
Dismissing the specific features of quan-
tities and prices, we come to the major 
purpose of this article, which concerns the 
general review of inventories in relation to 
their effect upon the operations. It is not 
intended to discuss the relation of the in-
ventories to other assets, to the capital 
invested, or to the volume of sales, with a 
view to determining whether the concern is 
overstocked or understocked, important as 
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that is in many cases, but merely to bring 
out some possibilities of procedure in con-
nection with the propriety of the inventory 
itself. 
The effect of the application of inven-
tories is reflected primarily in the cost of 
goods sold. Cost, however, usually means 
little except as compared with the proceeds 
of sales. There is only one condition where 
cost of itself is interesting in connection 
with the subject under discussion, and that 
is where the merchandise dealt in is uni-
form, or approximately so, and unit or 
average costs may be computed. 
When this condition exists, it may well 
be worth the effort to compare the unit or 
average costs resulting from the application 
of the inventory with the costs for previous 
periods. If the costs for the current period 
are appreciably less than for prior periods, 
the inventory may be overvalued or there 
may be other causes, but it is incumbent 
upon the accountant to learn the reason. 
Conversely, a considerable increase in costs 
for the current period indicates the neces-
sity of investigation to determine whether 
the inventory is undervalued or there are 
other legitimate reasons. 
Before proceeding further it may be well 
to point out that, regardless of the basis of 
inventory valuation, the result of operation 
at cost should always be determined; in 
other words, the cost of the merchandise 
on hand should be computed, whether or not 
the inventory is adjusted in accordance 
with market values. Only in this way can 
the actual cost of goods sold be ascertained; 
otherwise, the so-called cost of goods sold 
is affected by revaluation of the goods 
unsold. 
As previously intimated, the accuracy of 
the cost of goods sold resulting from the 
application of the inventory can in most 
cases be gauged only in its relation to the 
sales. The principal matter for considera-
tion is, therefore, the ratio of cost to sales, 
or of gross profit to sales. In the absence 
of extraordinary conditions the percentage 
of gross profit should be approximately 
uniform from year to year. 
In any investigation of cost or gross 
profit full consideration should be given to 
the possible effect of any abnormal or 
changed conditions in industry generally 
and in the specific business particularly. 
Examples of such conditions are: increased 
or decreased volume of production or sales 
(as to quantities), a rising or falling pur-
chase or sale market, disturbed labor or 
transportation conditions, and inadequate 
physical control over goods as a safeguard 
against theft. 
A material change in the volume of busi-
ness will affect the costs whenever overhead 
expenses enter into cost; this applies par-
ticularly to manufacturing concerns. A 
general change in the price level may or 
may not have an appreciable effect upon 
the percentage of gross profit, depending 
upon whether or not sale prices can be and 
are adjusted to conform to changing costs. 
Sometimes one or more influences such 
as these are so disturbing to the operations 
that their effect upon the gross profit can-
not even be approximated; in fact there 
may have been so many influences at work 
at different times during the period, possibly 
some favorable and some adverse, that it 
would be utterly impracticable to attempt 
to draw any conclusions as to their effect. 
Such involved situations are, however, 
rare, especially now that industry has 
largely recovered from the abnormalities 
of the war period and general stability has 
been restored. 
There are probably few cases at present 
where a comparatively short study and 
well directed inquiries will fail to reveal the 
existence and approximate effect of any 
conditions which have had a marked bear-
ing upon the gross profit for a current 
period of not to exceed a year. 
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Subject to the possible effect of such 
conditions as have been cited, the percent-
age of gross profit resulting from the appli-
cation of the inventory should be reason-
ably consistent with the experience of 
prior periods—considering, of course, the 
possibility of the prior operations being 
also affected by extraordinary influences. 
Any considerable disparity in the operating 
ratios which is not otherwise explained 
must be due to error in the inventory at 
either the end or the beginning of the 
period—assuming, of course, that the sales 
and purchases have been found to be 
correctly stated. 
In such a situation, if the inventory at 
the beginning of the period has not been 
previously verified it should be examined 
along broad lines and comparisons should 
be made of the larger items thereof with 
the corresponding items of the inventory 
at the end, in respect of both quantities 
and prices. If it appears after such ex-
amination that the inventory at the be-
ginning is substantially correct there is 
nothing left to do but subject the inven-
tory at the end to the most detailed ex-
amination practicable and possibly to obtain 
a certificate as to the accuracy of the 
inventory from responsible officials. Fail-
ing any satisfactory explanation of an 
apparent overstatement or understatement 
of the inventory, the matter should be 
commented upon at length in the report. 
